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Euler deconvolution of gravity tensor gradient data
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ABSTRACT

Tensor Euler deconvolution has been developed to
help interpret gravity tensor gradient data in terms of
3-D subsurface geological structure. Two forms of Euler
deconvolution have been used in this study: conventional
Euler deconvolution using three gradients of the verti-
cal component of the gravity vector and tensor Euler
deconvolution using all tensor gradients.

These methods have been tested on point, prism, and
cylindrical mass models using line and gridded data
forms. The methods were then applied to measured grav-
ity tensor gradient data for the Eugene Island area of the
Gulf of Mexico using gridded and ungridded data forms.
The results from the model and measured data show
significantly improved performance of the tensor Euler
deconvolution method, which exploits all measured ten-
sor gradients and hence provides additional constraints
on the Euler solutions.

INTRODUCTION

Euler deconvolution in some form has been applied to mag-
netic and gravity data in geophysics for more than thirty years.
It is based on Euler’s homogeneity equation enunciated in the
eighteenth century. Euler deconvolution can be traced back to
Hood (1965) who first wrote down Euler’s homogeneity equa-
tion for the magnetic case and derived the structural index
for a point pole and for a point dipole. Thompson (1982) fur-
ther studied and implemented the method by applying Euler
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deconvolution to model and real magnetic data along profiles.
Reid et al. (1990) followed up a suggestion in Thompson’s
paper and developed the equivalent method (3-D Euler de-
convolution) operating on gridded magnetic data. They also
introduced the concept of the zero structural index for a con-
tact and suggested the name Euler deconvolution. They further
suggested that the method could be applied to gravity data and
gravity gradient data.

The application of what we term conventional Euler decon-
volution to gravity data or gravity gradient data has been car-
ried out by several people, e.g., Wilsher (1987), Corner and
Wilsher (1989), Klingele et al. (1991), Marson and Klingele
(1993), Fairhead et al. (1994), and Huang et al. (1995). How-
ever, most of these studies were based on model simulation
data or used the three gravity gradients calculated from the
measured vertical component of gravity.

In this study, we have developed and modified the conven-
tional Euler deconvolution method for gravity tensor gradient
data, describing it as tensor Euler deconvolution. First, we re-
examine conventional Euler deconvolution using three models
(point, prism, and cylindrical mass). Second, we modify con-
ventional Euler deconvolution into tensor Euler deconvolu-
tion to exploit gravity tensor gradients. Finally, we apply these
two methods to measured gravity tensor gradients gathered
commercially by Bell Geospace in the Gulf of Mexico.

EULER DECONVOLUTION METHODS

The Euler deconvolution technique can be used to help
speed interpretation of any potential field data in terms of
depth and geological structure. In this section, we review ba-
sic concepts of conventional Euler deconvolution and derive a
tensor Euler deconvolution for gravity tensor gradient data.
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Conventional Euler deconvolution

Conventional Euler deconvolution uses three orthogonal
gradients of any potential quantity as well as the potential
quantity itself to determine depths and locations of a source
body. It uses the equation

(x−x0)Tzx + (y−y0)Tzy + (z−z0)Tzz = N(Bz−Tz) (1)

for the gravity anomaly vertical component Tz of a body having
a homogeneous gravity field. In equation (1) x0, y0, and z0 are
the unknown coordinates of the source body center or edge to
be estimated and x, y, and z are the known coordinates of the
observation point of the gravity and the gradients. The values
Tzx , Tzy , and Tzz are the measured gravity gradients along the
x-, y-, and z-directions; N is the structural index; and Bz is the
regional value of the gravity to be estimated. Equation (1) can
be rewritten as

x0Tzx + y0Tzy + z0Tzz + N Bz

= xTzx + yTzy + zTzz + NTz . (2)

There are four unknown parameters (x0, y0, z0, Bz) in equa-
tion (2). Within a selected window, there are n data points
available to solve the four unknown parameters. When n> 4,
these parameters can be estimated using Moore–Penrose in-
version (Lawson and Hanson, 1974) or equivalent techniques.

Tensor Euler deconvolution

Tensor Euler deconvolution is designed to consider the full
gravity gradient tensor and all components of the gravity
anomaly vector. It includes the conventional Euler equation (1)
and uses two similar additional equations for the horizontal
components:

(x − x0)Txx + (y − y0)Txy + (z − z0)Txz = N(Bx − Tx)

(3)
and

(x − x0)Tyx + (y − y0)Tyy + (z − z0)Tyz = N(By − Ty).

(4)
The values Tx and Ty are the horizontal components of the
gravity vector along the x- and y-directions, respectively. If not
available, these components can be derived from the vertical
component or solved for in the deconvolution process. The val-
ues Txx , Txy, Txz, Tyx , Tyy and Tyz are gravity tensor gradients. Bx
and By are the regional values of the horizontal components
to be estimated if values of Tx and Ty are available; otherwise
the quantities (Bx − Tx) and (By − Ty) can be estimated in the
process. Thus, n data points give rise to 3n equations containing
six unknowns. When n> 2, we can solve for the source posi-
tion and the regional values using Moore–Penrose inversion
or equivalent techniques. The advantage of tensor Euler de-
convolution is that all measured tensor gradients are exploited
and additional constraints are placed on the Euler solutions.

Application to profile, grid, and ungridded data

Conventional Euler deconvolution has been applied to ei-
ther profile data (2-D Euler) or gridded data (3-D Euler) using
a moving window of n equally spaced nodes for profile data

and a window size of n× n grid nodes for the gridded data. The
size of the operator window has been adequately discussed by
Reid et al. (1990). Although using profile data avoids leveling
problems, its major limitation is that it only truly honors 2-D
source structures. Since observational space is a mixture of
multidimensional responses, the 2-D approximation results in
solutions having greater scatter compared with the grid-based
methods.

Tensor Euler deconvolution has the added advantage over
conventional Euler in using measured gradients rather than
calculated gradients. This honors the multidimensional re-
sponses, and the deconvolution can be implemented without
gridding the data. Resampling data onto profiles and grids by
its very nature is an interpolation and acts as a low-pass filter
for data more closely spaced than the node spacing. To in-
vestigate this, we modified the conventional and tensor Euler
programs to use irregularly spaced data representing ungrid-
ded data. However, this form inevitably produced slower code
when moving the window within irregular data.

SIMULATION STUDY USING POINT, PRISM,
AND CYLINDRICAL MASS MODELS

Three models (point, prism, and cylindrical mass) are used
to test the Euler deconvolution methods and to illustrate con-
cepts related to gravity tensor gradients. In the literature, these
models have been discussed extensively, and closed formulas
for gravity and tensor gradients have existed for many years.
We review these models in the context of Euler deconvolution
methods.

Point mass model

For the point mass model, one has

T = −GM

r
,

where

r =
√

(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + (z − z0)2, (5)

G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass, and T is the
disturbing potential. Taking the first derivative along the x-,
y-, and z-directions gives

Tx = ∂T

∂x
= GM

(x − x0)
r3

, (6)

Ty = ∂T

∂y
= GM

(y − y0)
r3

, (7)

and

Tz = ∂T

∂z
= GM

(z − z0)
r3

. (8)

These formulas of the gravity anomaly are homogeneous of a
degree of −2. Taking the second derivatives of the disturbing
potential along x-, y-, and z-directions, six of the nine second
derivatives are given by

Txx = ∂2T

∂x2
= GM

−3(x − x0)2 + r2

r5
, (9)

Txy = ∂2T

∂xy
= GM

−3(x − x0)(y − y0)
r5

, (10)
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Txz = ∂2T

∂xz
= GM

−3(x − x0)(z − z0)
r5

, (11)

Tyy = ∂2T

∂y2
= GM

−3(y − y0)2 + r2

r5
, (12)

Tyz = ∂2T

∂yz
= GM

−3(y − y0)(z − z0)
r5

, (13)

and

Tzz = ∂2T

∂z2
= GM

−3(z − z0)2 + r2

r5
. (14)

The other three second derivatives can be obtained using
the symmetry characteristics of the second derivative (Txy =
Tyx , Txz = Tzx , Tyz = Tzy). All formulas are homogeneous of
a degree of −3, with T satisfying the Laplace equation (i.e.,
Txx + Tyy + Tzz = 0).

The derivative relations between the disturbing potential,
gravity anomaly vector, and gravity tensor gradients give rise to
different distance weightings. The weight functions are inverse
distance for the disturbing potential, inverse square distance
for the gravity anomaly, and inverse cube distance for tensor
gradients (this is clearest along the radial direction). It follows
that tensor gradient data with their rapid falloff rate with dis-
tance are less affected by interference from neighboring geo-
logical structures than the other two (Stanley and Green, 1976).
It also follows that gravity tensor gradients are more sensitive
to shallower geological structures.

Combining the point model equations given above results in

(x − x0)Txx + (y − y0)Txy + (z − z0)Txz

= GM
−2(x − x0)

r3
= −2Tx , (15)

(x − x0)Tyx + (y − y0)Tyy + (z − z0)Tyz

= GM
−2(y − y0)

r3
= −2Ty, (16)

and

(x − x0)Tzx + (y − y0)Tzy + (z − z0)Tzz

= GM
−2(z − z0)

r3
= −2Tz . (17)

This shows that the point mass model exactly satisfies the re-
quirements of the Euler deconvolution methods for a structural
index of two.

Prism mass model

Closed formulas for the gravity anomaly and potential have
been derived by Nagy (1966) and Nagy and Fury (1990). The
gradient formulas can be found in Forsberg (1984). We checked
the formulas derived by Nagy (1966) and Forsberg (1984) using
the Laplace equation and have derived closed formulas for the
horizontal components of the gravity anomaly vector (see the
Appendix).

Two orientations are considered for the prism mass model.
The first has model sides parallel to the coordinate axes. The
second is rotated through 45◦ about a vertical axis. We check
the validity of Euler deconvolution for the prism mass model
using the analytical formulas for Tz, Tzx , Tzy , and Tzz without

integral limits (see the Appendix) by the following:

uTzx + vTzy + wTzz = uG�ρ �n(v + r1)

+ vG�ρ �n(u + r1) − wG�ρ �n
uv

wr1
= Tz . (18)

The structural index is equal to −1. It proves that the ana-
lytical formula for the prism mass model without integral lim-
its is homogeneous. However, the analytical formula of the
prism mass model with integral limits does not satisfy the ho-
mogeneity equation because the prism mass model is a finite
3-D source body and we cannot separate out the contributions
of each edge. This gives rise to an effective structural index
that varies with distance, violating an assumption of Euler de-
convolution (constant SI, arising from a single simple source
body). This was pointed out by Steenland (1968). However, we
still can apply the Euler deconvolution methods to the prism
mass model to get approximate Euler solutions as shown in the
section, Euler Deconvolution on Model Data.

Cylindrical mass model

A cylindrical mass model has also been used to test the Euler
deconvolution methods. There is no closed formula readily
available to compute the gravity anomaly vector and grav-
ity tensor gradients of the cylindrical mass model. We there-
fore apply the algorithm developed by Barnett (1976). In this
method the body to be modeled is represented by a polyhe-
dron composed of triangular facets. After that, we transform
the gravity anomaly to two horizontal components of the grav-
ity anomaly vector using the Vening–Meinesz formula with the
Fast Fourier transform (Schwarz et al., 1990). Based on these
three components, we use the convolution and deconvolution
techniques described by Zhang (1995) or Jekeli (1985) to derive
the six independent gravity tensor gradient components. The
following section shows successful application of Euler decon-
volution to a cylindrical mass model with field and gradients
estimated numerically.

Euler deconvolution on model data

Plots of the gravity anomaly vector and gravity tensor gradi-
ents for the four model cases are shown in Figures 1 to 3. The
grid interval is 250 m for all the models. The moving window
covers 8 × 8 grid cells for the gridded form and eight grid cells
for the line form.

For the point mass model, the value GM is chosen to be
6.15 × 10−7 km−2. The point source is at (1, 2, 2.3 km). Figure 1
shows the three components of the gravity anomaly vector and
six tensor gradients. The vertical tensor gradient Tzz falls off
faster than the vertical component of the gravity anomaly vec-
tor Tz , as expected from the weight functions.

The prism model dimensions are 5 km wide, 5 km long, and
0.5 km thick with a density contrast of 0.5 g/cm3. The depth
to the top of the prism is 1 km. In Figure 2, the second deriva-
tives follow the edges more closely than the first derivatives. Txy
shows four peak values exactly over the corners of the prism.
These phenomena have been noted by various authors, e.g.,
Pratson et al. (1998). Figure 3 shows some components from
the case of the prism mass model rotated through 45◦ and also
for the cylindrical mass model. The cylindrical mass model
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FIG. 1. Gravity anomaly vector (mGal) and gradients (E)
from a point mass model (GM = 6.15 × 10−7 km·s−2, depth
= 2.3 km).

FIG. 2. Gravity anomaly vector (mGal) and gradients (E) from
a prism mass model (5 × 5 × 1 km, 1 km depth).

FIG. 3. Selected components of the gravity anomaly vector
(mGal) and gradients (E) from a rotated prism mass model
(top row, (5 × 5 × 1 km, 1 km depth) and cylindrical mass
model (bottom row, radius = 2.5 km, thickness = 0.5 km, depth
= 1 km).

dimensions are 2.5 km radius, 0.5 km thickness, 1 km depth
to top, and density contrast of 0.5 g/cm3.

All Euler solutions for the three models are plotted in Fig-
ure 4. Euler deconvolution for conventional and tensor grid
and line methods gives the exact location and depth of the
point source body with a structural index of 2. A structural in-
dex of 0.4 was used for the prism and cylindrical mass body.
Both Euler deconvolution methods in gridded form delineate
the edges of the prism mass model. However, the conventional
line Euler method fails to delineate the edges of the prism. On
the other hand, the line tensor Euler deconvolution method
can delineate the edges of the prism mass model, which are per-
pendicular to the profile directions. For the rotated prism, both
methods give similar results for both profile and gridded forms.
The edges of the cylindrical mass model appear clearly in these
plots, except for the conventional line Euler method. Increas-
ing the structural index slightly improved the edge definition
of the solutions; overestimating the depths and reducing the
structural index improved the depth estimation and reduced
the edge definition. As an indication of the depth resolution,
the solutions using the tensor technique on the prism model
gave a minimum depth of 0.9 km, with 75% of the solutions
giving depths less than 1.5 km. The conventional method gave
a minimum depth of 1.3 km, with 65% of the solutions giving
depths less than 1.5 km. These are reasonable depth estimates,
bearing in mind that they are from approximate Euler solutions
for the prism model.

The isolated model study shows that both grid Euler decon-
volution methods give good results, delineating the edges of
three models with reasonable depth estimation, whereas the
conventional line Euler deconvolution methods tend to give
poorer solutions. This is particularly the case for source body
edges paralleling the line direction where small or zero values
of a horizontal gradient are located. Equation (1) makes it clear
that, in such a case, the equivalent source coordinate will be
poorly estimated. Although this is a nuisance for a numerical
method because the exact east–west location of an east–west-
running edge is only defined within the limits of the edge, it is
more of a problem for models than for real data, since exactly
straight edges parallel to grid axes are rare and can in any case
be handled by rotating the grid axes. The application of the full
gradient tensor clearly helps this case.

Varying the depth to the top of the prism and cylindrical
models resulted in variations in the best fitting structural index,
with values approaching zero for depths <1 km and over one
for depths >2 km.

MEASURED TENSOR GRAVITY GRADIENTS

Data and transformations

The Bell Gravity Gradiometry Survey System uses two
gravimeters and a moving base gravity gradiometer to mea-
sure gravity and gravity tensor gradients with resolutions of
0.2 mGal and 0.5 E (Eötvös units), respectively, at 2 km wave-
lengths (Pratson et al., 1998). This system was used by Bell
Geospace to conduct the first gradiometric survey for geolog-
ical applications in the Gulf of Mexico in 1994 in collabora-
tion with the U.S. Navy. The limited ship track data of grav-
ity anomaly and gravity tensor gradient from the survey were
available for the study. The test area is in the Eugene Island
area in the Gulf of Mexico between latitudes 27.9◦N and 28.4◦N
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and longitudes 91.3◦W and 91.8◦W, with a spacing of east–west
lines of 0.25 minutes (∼500 m) and north–south ties every
1.5 minutes (2.4 km) (see Figure 5). The data supplied were
Tz, Tzx , Tzy, Tzz, Txx , Txy , and Tyy , with Tx and Ty calculated from
the measured Tz using the Vening–Meinesz formula and the
Poisson formula (Zhang and Sideris, 1996). These data have
been further processed and edited by considering observed
noise and bias and interpolated into a gridded form with a spac-
ing of 0.0025◦ (approximately 250 m). Bathymetry data were
based on National Geophysical Data Center high-resolution
data reprocessed and integrated into a unified bathymetric
model supplied by GETECH. Figure 6 shows Tz , Tzx , Tzy , and
the depth data grids. No attempt has been made here to deal
directly with the high-frequency noise in the gradient data or
sampling problems, which are beyond the scope of this study.
However, the Euler process itself, with its finite window size,
goes some way to smoothing the short-wavelength, incoherent
signal. This stems from using a least-squares process to estimate
a single source producing the field observed within a window
and using clustering of solutions from different windows to
identify dominant features.

Euler deconvolution

The results from the conventional and tensor Euler deconvo-
lution methods are plotted in Figure 7. Window sizes of 12 × 12
(3 km ×3 km) and 12 × 1 (3 km) were used on the grids and
east–west profiles, respectively. The window was moved with

FIG. 4. Euler deconvolution results of four models (a small circle marks each solution position).

a step size twice the grid cell size. A similar window size and
move-along rate was applied to the irregularly spaced data.
A structural index of 0.5 was found to give the best overall
clustering and linear grouping of solutions; this value has been
applied to all data formats. The same color scheme (Table 1)
has been applied to all the plots. To allow for easier assess-
ment of the different approaches, all the Euler solutions with
depths >100 m have been plotted (except for the conventional
line Euler method, where solutions with large errors were
rejected).

The tighter clustering and linear grouping of the solutions for
the tensor Euler deconvolution method over equivalent con-
ventional methods are evident for all methods used. Linear fea-
tures are barely discernible on the conventional line method,
whereas there is obvious improvement for the conventional
grid method. The tensor grid method produces pronounced
improvements. This is without any application of the normal
selection criteria being applied to remove poorly constrained
solutions. The use of raw data to avoid gridding interpolation
errors, using a 2-D moving window that incorporates data from
more than one profile, might be expected to improve the so-
lutions, but this is not the case in the Eugene Island data. This
has been attributed to leveling errors in the raw data.

Discussion of results

We have made no attempt to undertake a geological in-
terpretation of the Eugene Island Euler solutions since it is
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FIG. 5. Distribution of gravity anomaly and gravity tensor gra-
dient data in the Eugene Island area, Gulf of Mexico.

FIG. 6. Gravity anomaly Tz (mGal) in the Eugene Island area. Two of the components of the tensor gradients are Tzx and Tzy
(E units). Depth below sea level is measured in meters.

beyond the scope of this study. However, we note some obser-
vations. The previous section dealt with the spatial location of
solutions and showed that the tensor Euler solutions are gen-
erally more tightly clustered and define linear features better
than their conventional counterparts. This section comments
on the depth of the solutions and varying the structural index.

There is a clear tendency for the tensor grid Euler and the
tensor and conventional Euler methods applied to ungridded
data to produce a greater percentage of coherent shallow so-
lutions (black solutions). This could result from (1) tensor

Table 1. Color scheme for Figure 7.

Depth Depth
Color (km) Color (km)

Black 0.00–0.50 Yellow 1.50–2.00
Blue 0.50–1.00 Magenta 2.00–2.50
Green 1.00–1.50 Red >2.50
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FIG. 7. Euler deconvolution solution from tensor gradient data in the Eugene Island area. Solutions are from using gridded data,
lines from the regular grids, and ungridded data formats. Warm colors indicate deeper sources (see Table 1).
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Euler, with measured gradients, better handling or honoring
the responses of multidimensional shallow sources by the addi-
tional constraints on the Euler solutions the tensor data place
and (2) Euler methods on ungridded data being more sensi-
tive to high frequency (shallower source data). However line-
leveling problems would enhance the high-frequency signal in
the ungridded data, which would manifest itself as shallow so-
lutions.

These results suggest that many of the sources are located
close to or at the sea bed, which is the strongest and shallowest
density boundary. Thus, what may have been considered noise
is possibly poorly sampled sea-bed response. This indicates the
importance of obtaining high-resolution swath bathymetry to
remove or at least minimize sea-bed effects in the tensor data;
otherwise, these shallow sources will tend to mask the response
of deeper structure.

Varying the structural index from zero to unity as rec-
ommended by Reid et al. (1990) resulted in different re-
sponses from features identified from the Euler solutions. The
northwest-trending feature in the southeast corner (with solu-
tions extending to more than 2 km in depth) and the east–west-
trending lineament along the edge of the escarpment (depth
solutions <1 km) both improve with structural indices closer
to zero, suggesting that they both extend to near the surface.
The circular feature in the southwest corner (with solutions ex-
tending to >2 km) is less defined with smaller structural indices,
indicating a deeper depth to the top.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has developed algorithms for tensor Euler de-
convolution to handle profile, grid, and ungridded data. The
method allows the full gravity gradient tensor and the compo-
nents of the gravity vector to provide additional constraints on
the Euler solution.

The profile and grid tensor Euler methods have been tested
on isolated models (point, prism, rotated prism, and cylindri-
cal mass bodies) and produce significantly improved resolution
over conventional Euler, which for some situations fails to pro-
duce stable solutions.

The methods were then applied and compared using mea-
sured tensor gravity for the Eugene Island area in the Gulf of
Mexico. The results show that tensor Euler produces tighter
clustering and well-defined linear sets of solutions that proba-
bly relate to sea bed and subsurface geological structure. The
use of ungridded data highlights the predominance of shallow
solutions close to the sea bed to suggest that noise or uncor-
related signal could in part be the result of poor sampling for
sources originating at or close to the sea bed. For this problem
to be resolved requires that high-resolution swath bathymetry
be collected.
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APPENDIX

VALIDATION OF LAPLACE EQUATION FOR THE PRISM MASS MODEL

We list the following formulas of gravity and gradients for a
prism mass model (defined by the coordinates u1, u2, v1, v2, w1,
and w2; see Figure A-1):

Tx = G�ρ

{
v ln(w + r1) + w ln(v + r1) − uarctan

vw

ur1

}

×
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

Ty = G�ρ

{
u ln(w + r1) + w ln(u + r1) − varctan

uw

vr1

}

×
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

Tz = G�ρ

{
u ln(w + r1) + v ln(u + r1) − warctan

uv

wr1

}

×
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

Txx = −G�ρ arctan
vw

ur1

∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

Txy = −G�ρ ln(w + r1)
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

FIG. A-1. A prism mass model.

Txz = −G�ρ ln(v + r1)
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

Tyy = −G�ρ arctan
uw

vr1

∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

Tyz = −G�ρ ln(u + r1)
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

and

Tzz = −G�ρ arctan
uv

wr1

∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
,

where r1 = √
u2 + v2 + w2. The symbol �ρ is the density

anomaly for the prism mass model. We check the above for-
mulas using the Laplace equation:

Txx + Tyy + Tzz = −G�ρ

[
arctan

vw

ur1
+ arctan

uw

vr1

+ arctan
uv

wr1

]∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1

= −G�ρ

[
arctan

vw

ur1
+ arctan

ur1

vw

]

×
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1

= −G�ρ arctan

vw

ur1
+ ur1

vw

1 − vw

ur1
· ur1

vw

×
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1

= −G�ρ arctan(∞)

×
∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1

= −G�ρ
π

2

∣∣∣∣ x − u2

x − u1

∣∣∣∣ y − v2

y − v1

∣∣∣∣ z − w2

z − w1
.

= 0


